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Abstract
The academic research performance is often quantitatively measured by means of using citation frequency. The citation frequency-based indicators, such as h-index and impact factor, are commonly used reflecting the citation quality to some extent. However, these frequency-based indicators are usually carried out based on the assumption that all citations are equal. This may lead to biased evaluations in that, the attributes of the citing objects and cited objects are significant. A high-accuracy evaluation method is needed. In this paper, we review various citation quality-based evaluation indicators, and categorize them considering the algorithms being applied. We discuss the pros and cons of these indicators, and compare them from four dimensions. The outcomes will be useful for our further research on distinguishing citation quality.
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1. Introduction

In order to measure the value, influence or quality of academic activities and associated matters, quantitative criteria and methods are often used for developing evaluation indicators. Academic evaluation indicators vary with evaluation purposes, levels, depth, and content, therefore many academic evaluation indicators appeared.

Citation analysis is a major and commonly used method in constructing these indicators. From the viewpoint that applying quantitative measurements based on citation data, the impact, quality or value of works or researchers can be objectively reflected by the citations that they have received. As impact factor, h-index, and other citation-based metrics have become the most pervasive indicators in use, their limitations [1,2] are recognized and become more evident. It is observed that these indicators are all based on citation frequency/counts on the assumption that all citations are equal. It is obviously not true for two reasons. First, sole citation quantity cannot represent citation quality. Second, many other dimensions such as the citation databases, influence of a journal and author, the location and role of citation in the paper, relevance, culture and cognition have direct effects on the citation quality and cannot be overlooked.
Numerous studies [3,4] have proposed methods to distinguish citations by considering citation quality other than solely citation frequency, however, the citation quality have not been systematically addressed in quantitative analysis literatures. Here, we examine a variety of quality-based indicators, extract the involved determinants, discuss their pros and cons, and compare them in practical dimension. This study lays the foundation for our eventual goal that is to develop objective and precise indicators which can be used for academic evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review three categories of citation quality evaluation indicators. In Section 3, we compare them in the evaluation dimension, research objects, computational complexity, and the degree of application. In Section 4, we conclude the findings and point out the future work.

2. Citation Quality Evaluation Indicators

In this section, we review three representative citation quality-based evaluation indicators. They are designed according to different principles, distinguishing the citation quality from the different angles.

2.1 Simple Frequency-Weighted Indicators

IF (impact factor), the first evaluation indicator promoted in 1972 by Garfield, assumes the citation with the different bibliographic record features equally. However, citations with the different citation bibliographic record have the different citation quality. From this perspective, simple frequency-weighted indicators can be roughly classified into the following four levels.

Frequency-weighted indicators considering citation time interval

It is observed that the influence of cited papers is correlated to its publishing time [3], i.e., the more recently published cited objects are considered to yield greater influence. Based on this finding, Ding et al. [5] found that most papers’ citation time interval of library science and information science are not more than 2 years. Walker et al. [6] found that it would enter the recently published papers more likely in the process of random into a paper by analyzing the citation network. It means the shorter the citation time interval, the greater the influence of the cited papers. On this basis, Jarvelin and Persson [7] used attenuation parameters to reduce the weight of papers that published earlier. Yan and Ding [8] gave higher weights to papers with shorter citation interval by fitting the papers’ time-citation curve.

Frequency-weighted indicators considering authors’ influence, journals’ influence, and papers’ influence

From the perspective of citation description information, citations have some specific features that enable the assigning of different weights to citations. On the author level, Li [9] put forward the concept of citation quality-weighted impact factor based on the journal impact factor formula, using the h-index to weight citation frequency. On the journal level, Zheng and Liang [10] used weight \( W_j \), the proportion that the cited journal’s impact factor accounted for all journal’s impact factor of this field, to distinguish the citation quality from different journals. On this basis, Lin [11] revised the weight \( W_j \) and proved that the revised indicator can distinguish the citation quality better. On the article level, Yan and Ding [8] adopted the article influence score provided by Thomson Reuters to weight the citations.
2.2 Network-based Citation Quality Evaluation Indicators

The network-based citation quality evaluation indicators build a citation network before designing the metrics. They emphasize the citation quality that obtains from other nodes though the citation network.

PageRank

The PageRank algorithm was initially used in the webpage ranking and was later improved for academic evaluation, distinguishing the citation quality from the perspective of journal reputation though citation network. The basic idea is: according to the links between the webpages, if webpage A links to webpage B, then B gets A’s contribution to it, and this contribution score depends on the importance of A, that is, the more links from highly influential webpages, then the higher the impact of the page [12]. The method is inspired by bibliometric. For distinguishing citations quality, Pinski and Narin [13] proposed the iteration method to weight the citation quality. For a journal \(i\), its iteration starting point is formula (1), then the weight of journal \(i\) is formula (2), where \(S_i\) represents the total number that journal \(i\) cites other journals, \(W_k\) represents the influence of journal \(k\), \(C_{ki}\) indicates the total number that the journal \(k\) cites journal \(i\). On this basis, various PageRank modifications emerge, such as CiteRank [14] which tries to overcome the problem of the aging effect in citation network.

\[
W_i = \frac{\text{The number of citations that journal } i \text{ receives}}{\text{the total number that journal } i \text{ cites other journals}}\quad (1)
\]

\[
W_i = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \frac{W_kC_{ki}}{S_i}.\quad (2)
\]

Eigenfactor

In 2007, West et al. [15] proposed the concept of eigenfactor, achieving the theory of Pinski and Narin [13] successfully and distinguishing the citation quality from the perspective of journal reputation though citation network. After the eigenfactor was presented, Thomson Reuters published the Journal Citation Report, which added eigenfactor in 2009. The eigenfactor includes two indicators (eigenfactor score, article influence score), the former is the total effect of the journal, and the latter is the average impact of the articles.

The principle of eigenfactor can be described as follows. Supposing that a researcher randomly selects an article in a journal, then randomly selects a reference to the article and follows the reference relationship between the articles into the next journal, repeat the behavior. In this repetitive process, the greater the influence of the journal, the more the number that researchers enter the journal. The probability that a researcher enters a journal is the eigenfactor of the journal.

SJR (SCImago Journal Rank)

In 2007, the Spanish SCImago team presented a new academic evaluation indicator SJR (SCImago Journal Rank) based on Scopus database [16]. In 2008, the indicator was reported by Nature and its basic idea could be described as follows: the more the journal A is cited by prestigious journals, the higher the prestige of journal A. The results are broadly similar by using SJR or impact factor, but there are differences. These differences can be understood by popularity (citations from common journals/
articles) and prestige (citations from famous journals/articles). High popularity journals cited by low prestige journals have high impact factors and low SJR, while prestigious journals may be cited less frequently, and the impact factor is smaller, but citations from more prestigious journals give them higher SJR.

After the SJR was proposed, the SJR2 was proposed by SCImago team in 2012. Compared to SJR, the SJR2 added the cosine between the journals and the interdisciplinary weights of journals to further distinguish the citation quality.

2.3 Contend-based Citation Quality Evaluation Indicators

There are two aspects to evaluate the quality of citations based on citation content. Here are some typical methods from the two aspects to differentiate citation quality based on citation content.

The citation location and the actual number of occurrences in the cited content

Herlach [17] found that one-third of the articles were cited in an article more than once in his research and the cited content location was divided into four categories. Moreover, he argued that if a paper was cited in the introduction or literature review and subsequently mentioned again in the method or discussion section, then the paper might have a significant impact on the whole paper.

McCain and Turner [18] proposed utility index that evaluates the citation quality according to the different positions in the article, and gives the weight of the citation.

\[
UI = W_{SC} \left[ W_i \ln(X_i + 1) + W_m \ln(Xm + 1) + W_d \ln(Xd + 1) + W_r \ln(Xr + 1) \right]
\]  

(3)

\(W_{SC}\) is the aggregate index value depending on the relationship between key paper and source paper. If the key paper and source paper have the same author, \(W_{SC}\) is 0.1. If they have the same institution, \(W_{SC}\) is 0.5. Otherwise \(W_{SC}\) is 1. \(W_i, W_m, W_d, W_r\) indicate the importance of citations in different locations respectively: introduction, method, discussion, and review. \(X\) represents the number of occurrences of the corresponding position. In addition, four different weighted strategies were designed.

Domestic scholar Ding et al. [4] applied text-mining method to analyze the 32,496 citations of 866 articles. It was found that the highly cited articles appeared in the background and the literature review. Wan and Liu [3] proposed the concept of citation strength. Using 6 indicators determined the different citation levels, then using the 6 indicators and machine learning methods distinguished the citation quality. And the validity of the model was tested by two indexes. Finally, citation strength was used to evaluate the influence of the papers and authors in the calculation of impact factor and PageRank.

The theme, emotion, and function of cited content

This type methods evaluates citation quality mainly from the perspective of citing motivation and cited content feature. Finney [19] divided citations into 7 categories based on clues: recognized knowledge, experimental knowledge, methods, confirmation, denial, interpretation, future research. Nanba and Okumura [20] divided citations into 3 categories based on Finney [19]: Type B (base on), Type C (compare to), Type O (others). Peritz [21] classified the citations into 8 categories: outlining the state of the research field, providing background information, describing the method applied, contrasts,
opposing or supporting the new results, documentary referring to e.g., data collections, historical information, and perfunctory citations. Vinkler [22] divided citing motivations as academic-related citations and behavior-related citations, such as the relationship between authors.

Chinese scholars, Zhao [23], divided citations into positive citations, negative citations and neutral citations by emotion, and divided citations into deep citations, moderate citations and mild citations by citation depth. On this basis, Ye [24] concluded that the positive citations and the depth of citations were important for the evaluation of citation quality. However, some neutral citations, negative citations and mild citations cannot evaluate the quality of the cited articles. In addition, the weight should be made using appropriate citation data and adjusted according to the research object and purpose. Liu [25] used Wang Lan’s classification method and the method of clue word matching to automatically determine the type of citation in order to weight citation quality.

3. Comparative Analysis

Based on principle and by concerns of practical applicability, this section compares the fore mentioned three categories of indicators from the perspectives of evaluation dimension, research objects, computational complexity, and the degree of application. The results are summarized in Table 1. Secondly, we selected the papers by a Turing Award Author as a sample and made an empirical study of three types of indicators. The results are showed in Fig. 1. Finally, we comment on our observations of the citation quality classification based on citation behavior.

| Table 1. Comparison of academic evaluation indicators based on citation quality |
|---|---|---|---|
| Method | Simple frequency-weighted indicators | Network-based citation quality evaluation indicators | Contend-based citation quality evaluation indicators |
| Representative research | [8], [9], [10] | [13], [15], [16] | [3], [5], [18], [25] |
| Principle | The citation quality is distinguished from the dimension of time, authors, journals and articles with the simple calculation method based on citation frequency. | The principle of PageRank is used to distinguish the citation quality according to the influence of the cited journals. | The citation quality is measured by citation location, the actual number of occurrences in the cited content, the citing content length, citing content density, citation motivation, as well as citation emotion. |
| Evaluation dimension | The dimension of time interval, authors, journals and articles | The dimension of journals | The dimension of citing content |
| Research objects | Citation description information | Citation network | Full-text |
| Computational complexity | Simple | Complex | Moderate |
| Application | No | JCR, Scopus | No |
An empirical study based on three types of indicators.

For the evaluation dimension, the results are described in Table 2. From the core of citation analysis, the citations’ source and elements, summarize the evaluation dimension.

Table 2. Comparison of evaluation dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Evaluation dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Where are the citations from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple frequency-weighted indicators</td>
<td>The direct citing articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network-based citation quality evaluation indicators</td>
<td>The citing articles in the citation network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contend-based citation quality evaluation indicators</td>
<td>The direct citing articles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the research objects, the results are summarized in Table 3. Summarize the mainly research objects respectively.

Table 3. Comparison of research objects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Research objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple frequency-weighted indicators</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network-based citation quality evaluation indicators</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contend-based citation quality evaluation indicators</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the computational complexity, the results are described in Table 4. Summarize the computational complexity from the perspective of data preparation and data processing.
Table 4. Comparison of computational complexity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Computational complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple frequency-weighted indicators</td>
<td>Citation description information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network-based citation quality evaluation indicators</td>
<td>Citation description information, the citation relationship of a specified database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contend-based citation quality evaluation indicators</td>
<td>Full-text of the original article</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to intuitively compare the differences between the three types of indicators, we used the papers from the database Web of Science Core Set written by Naur Peter, who is the Turing Award Winner in 2005, to do an empirical study. We got 14 papers which written by Naur Peter and 264 citing papers which referred to this 14 papers in the core set of web of science by name retrieval and affiliation matching. Then, we selected the representative indicators of the three types of indicators: simple frequency-weighted indicators (considering journal’s influence), network-based citation quality evaluation indicators (article influence score), and contend-based citation quality evaluation indicators (utility index). For simple frequency-weighted indicators (considering journal’s influence), we used 2-year journal impact factor in 2016 which is calculated by

\[
\text{2-year journal impact factor} = \frac{\text{citations in 2016 to items published in 2015, 2014}}{\text{number of items published in 2015, 2014}}.
\]

For network-based citation quality evaluation indicators (article influence score), we used the result of Web of Science. For contend-based citation quality evaluation indicators (utility index), we used formula (3) where \( W_i, W_m, W_d, \) and \( W_r \) are assigned 1, 3, 2, and 1, respectively, which was raised by McCain and Turner [17]. Finally, we took the top 10 papers written by Naur Peter and calculated the mean value of the three indicators corresponding to each article respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, we know that the value of simple frequency-weighted indicators (considering journal’s influence) is larger, therefore, the distinction of evaluation is better. By contrast, the other two indicators are not. The first two types of indicators are highly correlated, if the value of the first type of indicators is large, the second type of indicators is also large. Therefore, the performance of the first type of indicators is better in terms of computational complexity and system closeness. In addition, if we want to use content-based citation quality evaluation indicators, we simply judge the location and frequency of occurrence, and whether the author is the same person or the same institution is far from meeting the evaluation needs. The differentiation of indicators designed in this way is not very good. At the same time, if the references are not standardized, it will result in actually citing many times, but only citing once. In addition, the placement of the position is more arbitrary, then the accuracy of this method will decline sharply. Therefore, integrating the content-based citation quality evaluation
method with the first and second indicators will improve the fault-tolerance and increase the accuracy.

Citation quality can be divided into two areas: different citations to the same citing paper, and the same citation to the different citing papers. First, different citations have their own intrinsic attributes—published journal, writing authors, published time, total cited times, the length of the paper, research subject, literature review or research papers, and the degree of similarity between the citing papers and cited papers. These different attributes determine the citation quality of different citations to the same citing paper. Second, paper has different cited characteristics when it is cited by the different papers. Cited papers have different citation location, different actual number of occurrences in the citing content, different cited content length, different cited content density, different citation motivation, as well as different citation emotion. These cited characteristics determine the citation quality. Therefore, even for the same cited paper, the citation quality is different to the different citing papers. To solve the question, some researchers do the further research from the perspective of citation text.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

The citation quality is the concept presented relative to citation frequency. Citation frequency assumes that all the citations are equally important in statistics. However, different citations have their own intrinsic attributes, and paper has different cited characteristics when it is cited by the different papers. This paper presents a comprehensive understanding of current research situation about academic evaluation indicators based on citation quality through the comparison and analysis of the three types of indicators. At the same time, it lays the foundation for the further research on distinguishing the different cited articles’ influence to the same citing article, distinguishing the same cited article’s influence to the different citing articles, and identifying Matthew effect. It is beneficial for measuring citation quality, further optimizing the citation analysis method in the academic evaluation.

In fact, some extensions can be made in the future. For instance, a comprehensive citation quality-based evaluation model can be constructed. Analyze the correlation of these influencing factors. In addition, we should also pay attention to identify the Matthew effect in the citing behavior. An article is cited because it really has a high quality, or just a follow phenomenon. How to avoid the phenomenon that the citation quality is exaggerated by the existing evaluation methods is needed to be further studied.
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